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anything! Let your mind and hands get creative with it! Scotch Tape 4. Galvanized Wire 6.
Tekton Precision Needle Nose Pliers 7. Plan out the design of the el wire by mounting the el wire
onto the car with scotch tape. B: Use pliers to help you twist so it's easier on the tips of your
fingers. Use a wire cutter to cut the excess wire. Continue this process throughout your design.
Mount the el wire onto the car on the mounting lines of the car. Also begin removing the tape as
you proceed throughout the design. Put the bass response at a low setting to allow bass to
respond. Now turn the EL Wire on! Enter coupon code INSTcar at checkout for a discount! Get
the one that has the seam or tab on it. THAT is what you use. If you get the kind that does not
have in on there? It's not Permanent and you can fix as needed. They are widely applied into
decoration and advertising. And we are 11 years Alibaba Gold supplier. Please feel free to
contact me on. There's something called Welted EL wire that looks like the wires for pipping,
that works better on cars so you don't have to use that awful metal wires and stick them into
your dash. Are you really using the twisted galv wire to hold the EL wire into the seams of your
dashboard? How long did that hold up before the twists started wearing on the dash material
and popping out? Also, didn't this method of attachment damage the dash material? I definitely
would not do that in a newer vehicle. Reply 5 years ago on Introduction. Why don't you try
actually reading through the tutorial next time before you make a dumb comment? What is the
bass response, and where could I get one? Also, what inverter did you use for 25 feet of wire?
Reply 8 years ago on Step 4. Hi Adam, The bass response is a technology that allows the wire to
flash whenever a low or high frequency is transmitted nearby. So, if you were to put this in your
car, the wire would flash according to the music played in your car! Let me know what you think

of it if you try it out! By ezelwire Follow. More by the author:. About: Electroluminescent Wire is
an amazing technology. Working like a fluorescent light bulb in wire form, it can be applied to
just about anything. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Reply Upvote.
PercyJ6 4 years ago. Please feel free to contact me on sales01 el-changkai. MarlonC1 5 years
ago on Introduction. DaveR3 5 years ago on Introduction. DaveR3 nick. Hey Nick, Why don't you
try actually reading through the tutorial next time before you make a dumb comment?
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million songs, ad-free. Sign Out. Join Sign in. Great news!!! We literally have thousands of great
products in all product categories. AliExpress will never be beaten on choice, quality and price.
But you may have to act fast as this top car interior el wire is set to become one of the most
sought-after best-sellers in no time. With the lowest prices online, cheap shipping rates and
local collection options, you can make an even bigger saving. AliExpress takes pride in making
sure that you always have an informed choice when you buy from one of hundreds of stores
and sellers on our platform. Every store and seller is rated for customer service, price and
quality by real customers. Plus you can find out the store or individual seller ratings, as well as
compare prices, shipping and discount offers on the same product by reading comments and
reviews left by users. Every purchase is star-rated and often has comments left by previous
customers describing their transaction experience so you can buy with confidence every time.
You can find store coupons, AliExpress coupons or you can collect coupons every day by
playing games on the AliExpress app. On AliExpress, great quality, price and service comes as
standard â€” every time. By continuing to use AliExpress you accept our use of cookies view
more on our Privacy Policy. You can adjust your Cookie Preferences at the bottom of this page.
Cookie Preferences. Buyer Protection. Ship to. Wish List. Account Welcome to AliExpress!
Welcome back. All Categories. Hot promotions in car interior el wire on aliexpress:. Ranking
Keywords: thermal pajamas mens support underwear tennis necklace mens mens summer
pajamas tennis chain mens summer beanie Hot Search: blue dress adult lady audi rs caliper
cover 70s decorations ideas branded metal watches avengers soft toy set branded omega
watches audio cable uk carbon baby wallet dinosaurs bjd doll 1 4 set girl. Google Play App

Store. All rights reserved. Scan or click to download. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your
browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. We
use cookies to make your experience better. To comply with the new e-Privacy directive, we
need to ask for your consent to set the cookies. Learn more. When it comes to delivering the
most innovative and cutting-edge lighting, Ellumiglow is the consistent choice for designers,
retailers, stage performances, events, safety and wearables. Ellumiglow spends a great deal of
efforts on research and development to provide the best in LED glow wire like the EL light tape,
as well as Laser Wire, e-wire lights and el wire clothing. Designers and Engineers love working
with Ellumiglow, as we have artists, software and hardware engineers, and all around lighting
enthusiasts on staff to help work through projects both big and small. Futures Divisions and
Prototyping shops love working with our product as we are able to design custom inverters,
laser modules and lighting elements rapidly in our shop, and we dedicate one person on our
team to help throughout the completion of the project. Our overseas facilities in China and
Taiwan can accommodate millions of products and keep even the largest jobs on track and on
budget. You'll find a variety of e-wire lights that have been the most reliable, high quality, and
brightest products line in the industry, and each one passes rigorous testing before it leaves
our Portland, Oregon facility. We take pride in the products we sell and as such, many of our
products glow brighter, make your products last longer, and are safer to use than the
competition. We know that special events have one shot to make a lasting impression, and low
grade products that are proven to be unreliable are not sold at our store. Ellumiglow saw the
need for awesome lighting technologies to combine futuristic lighting with safety and coolness,
and using our background in electronics, robotics, and web design, we've come up with cool
lighting products that get gobbled up by retailers and consumers alike. The demand has
continued to increase and our brand name is the most popular name in the ambient lighting
market. The public and design industry have been excited to see our lighting products
displayed throughout the world at festivals, store windows, stage performances and unique
hi-tech safety gear. If you are in the Northwest, we welcome visitors to come by our facility and
pick up any of our EL or LED products directly. Our new warehouse gives us the chance to sell
our quality products directly to the public at the lowest prices. Each day we light up different
areas to give customers a full experience of what any lighting product will do in their space.
Come by and pick up one of our popular LED strip lights to use in home, event, display and
more. You guys are stellar and go above and beyond We look forward to working on more
projects Thank you for the fast answer and the good service! Will recommend to other people
We love using your products for our photo shoots. The colors are really vibrant and Let's face
it, this year has been Who knows what Halloween will bring, but it's still fun to dress up. If
you've ever wanted to make a simple, easy costume that gets attention and keeps you safe in
the meantime , read on! Today's product announcement is our first product announcement in
the new decade and one that is one of our most exciting in a decade. In terms of lighting
products, VynEL is one of our favorites right now, and simultaneously it is one of the most
cutting edge products when it comes to the world of lighting technology. Here at Ellumiglow, we
are all about custom lighting solutions. Allow Cookies. Add to Wish List Add to Cart. Industry
Leading Lighting When it comes to delivering the most innovative and cutting-edge lighting,
Ellumiglow is the consistent choice for designers, retailers, stage performances, events, safety
and wearables. Feature Categories Electroluminescence. LED Lights. EL Wire. Events CLUB.
Pieter May 25, February 10, Track My Order. Frequently Asked Questions. International Shipping
Info. Send Email. Mon-Fri, 9am to 12pm and 1pm to 5pm U. Mountain Time:. When it comes to
creating projects that glow, nothing beats Electroluminescent wire or EL wire for short. LEDs
are fun and all, but EL wire is what all the hip kids are using. Whether you just want to light up
your bicycle for an evening cruise or you're creating an entire light up costume for Burning
Man, EL wire is a great solution. In this tutorial, we will show you how to get started with EL
wire. With the right parts, EL wire can be very easy to integrate into any project! A general
understanding of electricity is necessary to understand the theory behind EL Wire operation. EL
Wire is powered with AC power. It's not as dangerous as the electricity coming from you home
outlets, but it does deserve the same respect. Depending on your setup, you will need to
understand how a circuit works. Having a hard time seeing the videos? Try viewing them in a
full screen mode. EL wire short for electroluminescent wire is particularly useful for many
reasons. Nevertheless, there are a few characteristics to keep in mind. Electroluminescent
products come in many different shapes and sizes. You can get it in wire the most typical shape
, tape, panels, and bendable form. All of these can be cut to any shape or size to achieve the
desired effect. Just be sure to reseal the ends that have been cut. Who doesn't love the soft
glow of electroluminescence? This EL panel is a flexible plastic sheet which contains a
phosphor laâ€¦. EL wire, or electroluminescent wire, is a flexible wire coated in phosphor. Apply

the appropriate voltage and it lights up! This red EL Wire contains a special bendable wire core
that allows you to articulate and mold your EL wire any way that you wâ€¦. This EL tape is a
flexible plastic ribbon which contains a phosphor laâ€¦. There are other options available for EL
tape, panel, chasing wire, and bendable wire. EL wire is flexible to a point. It allows you to sew it
into clothing, attach it to moving parts, and bend it into any shape you desire. EL wire is more
flexible than using LED strips but you will want to avoid sharp bends. EL tape and panels can
also be used in e-textile projects. However,they are not as flexible as EL wire. They are better in
projects when there is reinforced fabric to support the material. EL requires less power to
operate compared to using several LEDs for a project. EL is also great because it is cool to the
touch, even after being on for hours. Hence why it is often seen in clothing applications. The EL
does not heat up because, rather than heating an element to achieve an optical phenomenon,
the glowing in EL comes from sending an electrical current through the material, which is
comprised of semiconducting mixtures. The electrons flowing through the material create
photons, which create the glowing that we see as a result. While EL has a nice glowing effect, it
can be hard to see in the daylight or when there is light in a room. It would be better to use EL in
low light conditions for the best effect. The images below show an EL hoodie in a room with
different lighting. Many people ask, " Can't I just hook up EL wire to a battery? In order to
operate EL wire properly, you must use AC alternating current power. This is similar to the
power that comes out of your wall outlets at home, though outlets provide much more current
than needed for EL wire. That's where the inverter comes in! EL inverters allow you to drive EL
electroluminescent wires. EL inverters allow you to drive EL wires. Even though the Tron
movies have been out for a while, electroluminescence is still the coolest thing since sliced
bread. This 3V EL Inverter is a special typâ€¦. The battery pack included in the EL starter kit and
the chasing inverter are not just a battery holder. It houses an inverter as well. This inverter
takes the DC direct current power produced by the batteries and turns it into AC. If you listen
very closely to the inverter battery pack while it's on, you will hear a slight hum, similar to what
you would hear if you stand under power lines or close to transformer boxes. Compared to the
battery pack however, the 3V and 12V inverters do not have a battery holder build in. With that,
it's important to mention that the AC power coming from the inverter is not enough to hurt or kill
you. However, it is enough to give you a good shock. Be careful when handling EL products and
any exposed circuits that are powered on the AC side. You can cut EL to any length or shape,
but you must reseal the ends you cut. If you do not have an end cap for the EL wire, you can
still seal the ends with hot glue or epoxy to seal cut wire. If you don't reseal, you could end up
getting a good jolt. On the left is a physical diagram of EL wire. On the right is a close up of
white EL wire opened up. Regardless of the labels in the images, each component functions the
same. The mating connector is populated on EL inverters and boards sold in the SparkFun
catalog. You could use the following adapters connect to the EL inverters and EL boards. At a
minimum, you'll need the following to power EL. We will be using the following components to
get started. You may not need everything though depending on what you have. Add it to your
cart, read through the guide, and adjust the cart as necessary. Wanna play with EL wire but
don't know where to start? This Starter Kit has everything you need to add some
electroluminescenâ€¦. Take the battery cover off by sliding in the direction indicated on the
pack. Place your two AA batteries in the battery pack inverter, and put the cover back on. Make
sure there is a solid connection between the two. Press the button on the case and your EL wire
should illuminate. Press it again for a slow blinking effect, and press it once more for a fast
blink. This inverter pack allows you to connect two EL products of your choice at a time. You
can mix and match colors as well as shapes. You could have a red panel with blue wire, green
tape with a pink wire, or two yellow and purple wires. The possibilities are endless! We also
have a 3V inverter. They are ideal for small EL displays. However, you may need to re-terminate
them, make an adapter, or possibly regulate the voltage down from your power supply. Below is
a simple connection if you are just powering one strand for an installation using a 5V USB
power supply , 3. The pins of the jumpers are small enough to be inserted into a JST connector.
Having a hard time seeing the circuit? Click on the image for a closer look. You can even
connect two strands together by making a parallel connection. For testing purposes, the circuit
was placed on a breadboard. It should not matter what color of wire is connecting on the
inverter's output since it is AC. The wire colors were connected together for consistency. When
you are done testing and integrating the EL wire in a project, make sure to seal any exposed EL
wire or connections on the AC side. When using several strands of EL, you may want to
consider using the 12V inverter. The inverter consists of a barrel jack connector and a pair of
wires terminated with a JST PH connector. These are ideal for the biggest, brightest display
possible! This particular EL inverter accepts an input via the 5. Simply connect a power source
with a center positive barrel jack connector. There is also a small switch on the side which

allows you to switch between "on", "blink", and "off" settings. As with the 3V inverter, you can
drive EL wires with the 12V inverter directly. However, you may need to re-terminate them or
make an adapter. Again, you can connect two strands together by making a parallel connection.
This simple cable has so many uses! Plug the 9 volt battery clip onto a standard 9V battery and
connect the other end to anytâ€¦. This 9V battery holder allows your battery to snap in tight and
holds it in place, which is great in situations where you donâ€¦. These are your standard 9 Volt
alkaline batteries from Rayovac. Don't even think about trying to recharge these. Use them
witâ€¦. EL chasing wires work in a similar fashion to standard EL wire. Instead of one core wire,
there are three thin wires coated in phosphor. Basically, you can think of three strands of
standard EL wire smashed into one EL chasing wire. As a result, EL chasing wire requires 4x
connections: three for each strand and one for common ground. By sequencing each strand
inside by turning them on and off, we have a cascading or "chasing" effect. If you compare the
size of EL standard wire and chasing wire, you will not notice the difference until you are
modifying and repairing the core wire. As you can see, EL chasing wire uses three thin wires at
the core. Simply take the battery cover off by sliding it off, insert two AA batteries for power,
slide the cover back on, and connect one EL chasing wire to the 4 pin mating connector. Press
the button to turn on and begin sequencing the three strands of EL wire in one. Continue
pressing the button to cycle through the three modes: slow, fast, and super-duper fast chase!
There are few methods to extend the wires to your EL. One method is splicing the wires leading
to the EL material. Below is an example of extending the wires to an EL panel but it can be used
for wires leading to any EL. Looking for an alternative to splicing wires? Working with a just a
few EL products is fairly straight forward. However, if you are looking for more of a challenge,
fear not. EL projects can become very complex, very quickly. You may have noticed that the
effects are somewhat limited on the inverter, and both products hooked up behave the same
when plugged into it. You could purchase another inverter battery pack, or you could get one of
the many boards out there that are specifically designed to work with EL products. Both of
these boards are designed to handle many EL products hooked up to them at once, and there
are many different effects you can create with both. Thanks for checking out our tutorial! For
more information, check out the resources below:. Need Help? Mountain Time: Shopping Cart 0
items. Product Menu. Today's Deals Forum Desktop Site. All Categories. Development Single
Board Comp. Introduction When it comes to creating projects that glow, nothing beats
Electroluminescent wire or EL wire for short. Every electrical project starts with a circuit. Don't
know what a circuit is? We're here to help. Favorited Favorite We can see electricity in action on
our computers, lighting our houses, as lightning strikes in thunderstorms, but what is it? This is
not an easy question, but this tutorial will shed some light on it! Note: For the sake of this
tutorial, we will refer to EL wire, tape, and panels simply as EL wire unless stated otherwise.
Favorited Favorite 7 Wish List. Favorited Favorite 2 Wish List. EL Tape - Red 1m Only 8 left!
COM Who doesn't love the soft glow of electroluminescence? Favorited Favorite 5 Wish List.
Heads up! The benefit of bendable EL wire is that it allows you to articulate and mold your EL
wire any way that you want! However, it is thicker than standard EL wire and chasing wire due
to the additional bendable wire that runs alongside the phosphor wire. The extra bendable wire
makes its ideal for art projects but it can be still used for e-textiles depending on the
application. Favorited Favorite 14 Wish List. EL Wire - Green 3m Only 1 left! COM EL wire, or
electroluminescent wire, is a flexible wire coated in phosphor. EL Wire - Orange 3m Only 11 left!
Favorited Favorite 4 Wish List. Favorited Favorite 3 Wish List. Depending on the manufacturer,
the color may vary between standard EL wire, tape, panel, chasing wire, and bendable wire.
Favorited Favorite 12 Wish List. Favorited Favorite 17 Wish List. Favorited Favorite 8 Wish List.
Note: SparkFun does not condone hanging out around high voltage areas. Favorited Favorite 6
Wish List. Favorited Favorite 0 Wish List. Favorited Favorite 1 Wish List. Power -- 2x AA
Batteries is required to power the inverter pack. That's fine. This tutorial will focus on both
kinds of EL Wire and how to use each. We'll discuss this in detail a little later. Your mileage may
vary. Modifying the EL Inverter Battery Pack: We got a chance to play with these inverters and
you can easily hack these to work with our Li-Po batteries yep, fully charged at 4. The 3V
inverter can take up to 4. When adding a second 3m length, the two get a bit dimmer, but still
close to full brightness. At three 3m lengths, you can only tell all three wires are on if the room
is dark. While the inverter can light up 4 strands, they are barely visible in normal light and very
dim in the dark as well. As you can see from the images below, connecting more EL wire in
parallel with the 3V inverter will cause both EL wires to dim. The brightness can depend on the
length of EL you are using, how you are wiring the EL, and the type of inverter. The EL might
not be as bright as using a 12V power supply but you will not notice a significant difference in
the dark with a few meters of EL. Favorited Favorite 31 Wish List. Favorited Favorite 21 Wish
List. Remember, as you increase the length or wire more in parallel, this will increase the load

on the inverter causing the EL to dim. Stress Tests with the EL Chasing Inverter: It is
recommended that these inverters only run up to 5m of EL wire, you may not have enough
power to support longer lengths. In this tutorial, we will make a custom EL Wire extension cable
as an alternative to splicing wire. Favorited Favorite 2. Favorited Favorite 5. Resources and
Going Further Thanks for checking out our tutorial! Check out some of these related tutorials:.
In this tutorial, we will sew standard electroluminescent EL wire to a pair of pants. Favorited
Favorite 1. In this tutorial, we will build an EL wire dance suit that can be controlled by a
wireless glove controller! Favorited Favorite 3. Favorited Favorite 0. Favorited Favorite 6.
Comments 1 View Paginated Print. Your Account Log In Register. EL Tape and Panels on Shirts.
Delivery Associate will place the order on your doorstep and step back to maintain a 2-meter
distance. To pay by cash, place cash on top of the delivery box and step back. Your question
might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please
make sure that you've entered a valid question. You can edit your question or post anyway.
Please enter a question. It has 0. Wire Diameter: 2. EL wire is 0. This light makes you relax and
make your ride enjoyable at night, and enhances your car's interior. There is no quality issue
with this product as it is tested before the dispatch. Skip to main content Some error occurred.
Please retry after sometime. This fits your vehicle:. Manage Your Garage. See all products that
fit this vehicle. Enter New Vehicle. Some error occurred. Select Your Vehicle Choose by type
and brand. Vehicle Type. Check Fit. Sign up for free Details. See 2 more. Pay on Delivery.
Amazon Delivered. No-Contact Delivery. Amazon directly manages delivery for this product.
Order delivery tracking to your doorstep is available. No customer signatures are required at the
time of delivery. In stock. And gives you the best driving experience at night. Are you a
business? Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart. These items are dispatched from
and sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold by Bazzar 4 Deals and ships from Amazon
Fulfillment. Ships from and sold by Autodealdelhi. Product information Technical Details. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? Featured items you may like. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page
1 of 1. Previous page. Sepia Bumper Corner Protector Set of 4. GuanceMusic Light for Verna
Fludic Next page. Customers who bought this item also bought. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Compare with similar
items. Product Description. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyses
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Review this product Share your thoughts with other
customers. Write a product review. Customer images. See all customer images. Read reviews
that mention easy to install stopped working interior light adapter worst connector dashboard
wire bright driving lighting. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from India. There
was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. This is a
great product. I thought it would be like just the wire But there's like a small rubbery thing As in
the picture I uploaded. They gave both the power adaptor for car and battery There's a Lil clip
that makes it easier of changing. There isn't lot of light But enough to get noticed And works
well in dark The battery remote has a switch which has 3 option as in the description. Images in
this review. Worst product. Stopped working less then in a month. Worst quality product. I don't
even used it overall more then 4 hours. Really very very disappointed. Two stars for now after
testing if I am not satisfied you will get only one star. It say 5 meter but when the deliver reach
and un
doorbell wiring schematic
gs350 vs es350
dodge 47re transmission
box it it was only 2 meter , And there is no connector for the cigarettes 12w connector as u
mentioned so I am not satisfied with this product. Simply owesome Your browser does not
support HTML5 video. By Joy on 19 March Very good product gives a Porsche look to ur vehicle
its a copy of BMW 7series interior light Very easy to install every one can use this in any car.
Bought the red one, The glow is way less as expected you can't even understand if its lit or not
unless you are in a dark place, but this is meant to be lit in a dark place so no issues. The 12v
adapter for car and the battery adapter with this worked well and I loved it. Overall, great if you
want to use this in car or in a place which is dark. See all reviews. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
English Choose a language for shopping. Add to Cart. Bazzar 4 Deals. DH Value Store. Spidy
Moto. Audible Download Audio Books. DPReview Digital Photography. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Amazon Prime Music 70 million songs, ad-free.

